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.' reported here were mac! as a rt <
more co diensive study to det min b Lastic
s of substances .'; very low ten eratur .
it described is capable of measuring velocities of
function of temperature and pressure ?or temper
between one and four degrees K and pressures between
atm s 3res. flic velocities in the liquid co:
11 ' ith other ublished values. Ho previous measun
of velocity of sound in solid helium have bee. 1. , >•
throe values for the velocity in solid heli In
arc ' l.j meters per second at l.fkc K and 26.5
tters er second at l,$l\P K and 28.6 atm ad
or second at 'l. lj .° . md 6 !.2 atm.
The writer .vishes to express his a recj .tion for he
advice and assistance given 3 f by Professors John :„
Neighbours and Daniel ~". Wilson,
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irements of the velocity of sound in aid
i id iel.i i reported here were m de : , .rt )f
prehensive study to determine the mechanic Los
b noes at very lov. b ratures. The pri:-:i r
of this work Is on the properties o.. s
little is known about them. 3olid helj u tas
properties >£ common solids, but in most respects is
different. The high zero point energy of so' ". .i is
responsible for many of its peculiar characteristics.
cause of the small interatomic forces and snail itomic .
of helium atoms, the crystals of solid helium are uns
under their own vapor pressure. Under pressure ;i
.tmos Lores, the reduction in volume brings tl
ficiently close to allow their fields of force to
etrate and form a crystalline solid. This solid prot
a close packed hexagonal structure. The formation of t
solid Is a purely mechanical rocess it te: r I be!
rv ' 1 .one degree K, and is primarily mechanical belo « i
ci . c volume change in going from a liquid to a soli
practically zero, and the difference between the specific
volumes is constant below 1.7 --• Since the latent he;
fusion decreases rapidly fro: ap roximately 2 cal..
upper triple point to zero at one decree K, the interr en-
ergy of the solid is larger than that of the li "ill
same temperature. Thus, since little or no 1 b
involved, the molting and solidific .1 i Is broi

lowering or raising of >rossure nO. I mechanical i buro
The velocity ox sou-: in liquid ilium has been -easur
by a nur.iber of investigators. ' ..c previous measurements
however, have been made of the velocity or sound in solid
helium. The velocity of sound as a function of temperature
and pressure is required if the compressibility is to be
calculated from thermodynamic data.
The need Tor specialized apparatus and instrumentation
in these experiments was of primary importance since heliu
does not solidify at pressures below 25> atmospheres even at
bem eratures as low as one degree K as shown by its hase
iiagram.-5 The design and construction of experimental ap-
paratus, together with the assembly of other commercially
available items of equi merit, represents the majority of
effort in this stud"/.

,4
Tho o uipment is capable of measuring velocities of
sound in liquid and solid helium as a function of to:, era-
ture and pressure for temperatures between one and four
degrees K and pressures between one and 80 atmospheres.
'.die various components of the apparatus can be placed
in three convenient groups for purposes of description.
?hey arc the following: high pressure system, electro-
mechanical system, and temperature -low pressure system.
L^Gi1 ^£.®AsJ-1-dd idJ ' ' \i ' :
. number of methods for obtaining solid and liquid
slium under high npessure avid in an arrangement where
velocities could be measured were considered. The most
feasible method consisted of allowing gas to condense in
a sample contain r that could bo sealed at room tempera-
ture and then immersed in liquid helium. Preliminary
experiments showed that the sound source and receiver must
bo in contact with the helium. The factor which makes
external mounting of the transducers impossible is the
extremely Door acoustic impedance match between liquid and
solid helium and the metal sample holder. Acoustic imped-
ances in units of gm cm see"- are ap roximately 8 x 10 -^
for solid helium and k :: 10" for steel.
Because of the fragility of the quartz crystals used x
transducers, it was deemed advisable to make them easily
accessible for inspection and replacement between runs.
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Fipure Lu Block ii .grain of circuit

provision had to be made for carrying the accessary electri
cal signals in and out of the high pressure system. This
insulated conductor through the wall was placed whore it
would be at room temperature to avoid the differential ther-
mal expansion problems encountered at low temperatures. Tlia
apparatus is illustrated in Figs. 1. 2, 3, and Ij..
Pressure on the system is applied by the same helium
tank which furnishes the gas condensed in the sample chamber.
The pressure is measured by a Hoke Model j?HA Regulator.
Since tank pressure is normally less than 3? 030 :osi ; this
was taken as the upper limit of operation. ..hen possible.
however, very liberal safety factors were applied to calcula-
tions involving strength of components. The fact that helium
increases around 700 volumes when going from a liquid to a
gas at room temperature was in a large degree responsible for
much of the overdesign. all of the fittings and tubing from
the helium tank to the safety valve shown in Fig. 1 arc
rated at k,000 to 10,000 psi. The safety valve is of the
bursting disc type and is designed to release at 2,000 to
3,000 psi. The valve and disc are in a direct line with the
tube from the sample holder, and the disc is directed at the
ceiling where it can produce little damage. Pith the pos-
sible exception of the model engine glow plug, shown in Figs.
1 and 3? used to carry electrical signals through the wall
of the pressure system and the seal at the sample chamber,
shown in Fig. 2, the remainder of the system is designed
for 10,0 psi. 3alculations indicate that the seal should





le chamber would re quire a fact transient pressure
rise of around 10, 0( psi. The seal has been tested under
a pressure of 1,200 psi at liquid nitrogen to:: erature with
out any sign -£ a lea]:. The >ressure limit of the glow plug
is unknown, out it has been subjected to 1,200 psi during
test of the system and showed no sign of failure.
The most difficult feature encountered in the design of
the high pressure system was that of the seal at the sample
chamber. Its position and diameter are dictated by the
required geometry of sample-, crystal, and electrical le .d to
t -O crystal. Because of the low temperatures and high pres-
sures which the seal must withstand, an annealed copper
gasket is used. i section of the gasket is c]io::n in F: , 2.
It is contained by the ridge shown, and compressed by 12
l/);.--2o Allen set screws. The sharp sdge on the upper sur
face of the gasket produces very high force concentrations
md insures a good seal when the 12 sera.;.; are set u to
2 ft -lbs torque.
ilectro- ieohanical System
The central element of this system is tie 3/'r inch dia-
meter, 1[~' megacycle, ::- cut quartz crystal which acts both
the sound source and receiver. The electrical feature:; of
the system are shown schematically in Pig. !.]_, md the cryst 1
and its accessories are illustrated in I?ig. 2. The faces of
the crystals have been coated with an ew. orated layer of
ilu linum a few microns thick to canny the necessary elec
9

trical signals. One face is in direct contact with the he-
limn sample over most of its area. It is supported by a
bro.es holder which also acts as the electrical ground con-
tact. Care was taken to keep the crystal as nearly parallel
to the reflecting surface as possible since the sound pulses
emitted by the crystal form a well defined beam. A spring
loaded contact holds the crystal in place from above, and
also carries the electrical signals. The distance from the
crystal face to the reflecting surface is 2..b-y0 cm at room
temperature, and a] Proximately 2.1}J32 cm at liquid helium
temperature. A 15 megacycle pulse from an Arenberg Model
PG 65Q-C Pulse Oscillator is conveyed to the crystal by way
of three feet of RG- 57 co-axial cable, the glow plug, a short
brass rod, PS) inches of l/l6" diameter co-axial cable, and
the spring loaded contact. The reflected signal is returned
to an Arenberg .Vide Band Amplifier-WA-600 . The amplified
signal is fed to a Tektronix, Type L Plug-In Unit where it
is amplified further before being presented on a Tektronix
Type 5' 1-5A Oscilloscope.
Temp c ratur
o
-Low Pre s sure System
The sample chamber is surrounded by a conventional dou-
1
bio Dewar system.'!- The inner Dewar is sealed, and its into •
rior pressure can be reduced by pumping with a model KD 30
Kinney Vacuum Pump. The pressure is controlled by a sensi-
tive demand regulator valve, -' and is measured with mercury
I,
and unity oil manometers. The pressure is also used as a
thermometer through the relationship between helium vapor
10

'' isuro md t srature . -
The outer Dowar when filled wit' 1 raid nitrogen serve
as a heat shield Tor the helium containing inner Dev/r.r.
11

)S\.X .'. _ J 'J-. J
iv .ter by i lying a small vacuum urn . bo a item on valve
(l?ig. It valves 2, Z- '-'
-I
° Dn ' :ii - valve 1 closed.
'
'.'.vo 3 is closed md 1 opened md the »ressure regulator
adjusted to give a few psi helium >ressure. The sample
chamber and inner Dewar arc then precaoled v/ith liquid ni-
trogen. The space between Dewars is also filled v/ith liqui
nitrogen at bhis time. The inner )e rar is then cleared of
liquid nitrogen and filled with liquid helium. ? l the
blow off reaches a reasonable level, the inner Dewer is then
scaled and the pressure over the liquid reduced slightly by
pumping. This causes liquid helium to condense slowly in
the sample chamber. Slow condensation is necessary since
any rapid changes in pressure or high flow rat 3s of gas
might break the quartz crystal.
After allowing sufficient time for the sample tc form,
ed signal is received
it Indicates that the sample chamber is full of liquid. The
pressure on the sample may then be adjusted to any desired
value between one and 30 atmospheres using the tank are. sure
regulator. The temperature can be lowered by pumping on the
vapor above the liquid helium.
The following measurements are made for each determina-
tion: the round trip time for the pulse as given by the
oscilloscope; the pressure, read from the regulator gage
the to :acrature as . function of helium vapor pressure as
the crystal is pulsed. If a reflect**

maic !.oC ,yj bhe mercury or oil ma stop. . bi c m bo
measured with a precision of t ,1 microseconds, but the ac-
curacy as indicated by com ;arisons of readings is not ne
as good, v .o observed transit times arc accurate to : ox-
imately t ; microseconds or two per cent. Since the mercury
manometer can be read to t ,1 mm, the temperatures are accu-
rate to + .01 I". The pressure is estimated to be accurate




All of the loasure Lts for which i oi l1 g 3
bained Lth one variable hold const ..: > >re ent
ical ;y .nd - also listed in Table 1. The remainj , :
'Q listed in Table 2.
In Pig:"*.. >' and 6,, velocity is >lotted .a a function of
?essure with temperature held constant. Doth of b >se
curves show the s sneral trend, of increase in velocd
ivith pressure. In Pig. l > , the transition from Liquid bo
solid state near S.Lj. a 1. 'l\P is ap irent. ,e up
>r two points are thos of bhe solid . - > the velocity
imnediately after the t ' i lition being LtOk meter/sec .nd
that at . it l| ! meters/sec.
I?ir> 7 is a plot of velocity vs temperature for a >rc
cure of >8.2 at . te velocity is rel .tively insensitive to
tern >r .ture above 2.5 K, but shows the ex scted cus ne r :
/\ line
.
Imong the measurements ;.'hich are not amenable to r
ent ation in c1"'- -le il form, there is one velocity measur
bVhich must be in the solid. It is a velocity of Il80 meters
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Figure $. Velocity as a function of v s utre .t
1-5':° K. CrocncG (+) are from Atkins [vet. 1)
it I.50£no The dashe i vertical line re tits
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Figure 6. Velocity as a function of pressure at 3»0




Figure 7. Velocity as a function
oT t cirro o ratur e :8 . 2 atmosT heres
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V DI, JUS -Ii 1}
The results obtained for the velocity of sound compare
-i -,
1
very v/oll witn otner publishe values. ' They show a con
si stent rise in velocity with pressure md relative in-
sensitivity to change in te . er .ture except near the 7\ line.
At the A line there is a ra i 3 fall followed by a rise in
velocity as the temperature is changed at a constant res sure
This fall in velocity corres] Dnds to a maximum in density
at the A line
.
To previous measurements of the velocity of sound In
solid helium have been made. The reliability of the meas-
urements obtained in this experiment must therefore be
evaluated from considerations of the experimental conditions.
The two values shown in Pig, y should be quite accurate,
temperature was held constant while al,l of these points were
obtained. Several determinations were made at each point
and the pres :ure was slowly changed and given time to stabi-
lize at each point. The transition is clear and of suffi-
cient magnitude to remove any doubts as to its occurrence.
±liQ other velocity determination in the solid is not
quite as reliable. It was also taken at constant tempera-
ture, but only three points were obtained, two of them in
liquid. The velocity was measured twice in the solid at
the save pressure, and there was a variation of about three
per cent between the values. This was probably due to a
slight change of temperature, sine: the first lei rmination
was made immediately following a decrease in temperature.
21

iinoo the velocity is much higher in the solid than in
the liquid; even though the density ri:;e:; from approximately
. lp gm/cm- near zero atm to .18 gm/crP at 3a atm, the adia-
ba ::ic compressibility must be considerably greater in the
solid. This is to be expected from considerations of the
greater internal energy of the solid.
22
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